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We compute the heat kernel for the Laplacians of symmetric transverse traceless fields of arbitrary
spin on the AdS background in even number of dimensions using the group theoretic approach
introduced in [1] and apply it on the partition function of six dimensional conformal gravity. The
obtained partition function consists of the Einstein gravity, conformal ghost and two modes that
contain mass.
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INTRODUCTION
In order for the gravity theory to be renormalizable one has to include higher derivative terms [2] for which one can
simultaneously demand to satisfy particular symmetry conditions such as conformal symmetry, that in four dimensions
leads to conformal gravity. Imposing the right boundary conditions to conformal gravity gives Einstein gravity [3], as
well as using the procedure based on a tuning of a coefficient such that massive ghostlike spin-2 excitations are made
massless [4]. The latter was generalised to six dimensions, where the conformal gravity action consists of conformal
anomalies considered in geometric description in arbitrary number of dimensions. With respect to the geometric
description they belong to two different classes. First one that consists of Weyl invariants that vanish in integer
dimensions, usually referred to as type A, and the second one, type B, that is correlated to local conformal scalar
polynomials of Weyl tensor and its derivatives. There is as well the third class that are trivial, local, anomalies, that
can be removed using the local counter term [5–8].
Interest in six dimensional conformal gravity action originates in its numerous applications [5] and relevance for
(0,2) theory [6, 9] that can describe the connection of the conformal anomaly to tensionless strings [10]. General six
dimensional theories have been studied in [11–14], classified according the geometry of its anomalies [5] and studied
via analysis of its Lagrangian [14, 15] and its contained divergencies [6]. The relation of the free-theory conformal
anomaly to the Seeley-DeWitt coefficients [16] has been discussed in [17], while the logarithmic divergence in one loop
effective action on different backgrounds S6, CP 3, S2 × S4, S2 ×CP 2, S3 × S3 and S2 × S2 × S2 has been studied in
[6] [41].
Here, we will consider the partition function of the conformal gravity in six dimensions for the combination of the
conformal invariants such that their form coincides with the holographic anomaly of multiple coincident M5-branes
2[6, 9]. Partition function plays as well an important role in the (2,0) conformal supergravity [18].Its investigation allows
to derive the correction to thermodynamical quantities studied in the framework of AdS/CFT correspondence [19].
In the original conjecture, the partition function of the d dimensional gravity theory in the bulk corresponds to the
partition function of d-1 dimensional conformal field theory on the boundary of the AdS space when the holographic
component is set to zero or infinity. Large part of the research is in lower dimensions [20–23]. For one loop partition
function of 3D Einstein gravity, one obtains the result anticipated by Brown and Henneaux. The partition function
consists of the sum over boundary excitations of AdS3, Virasoro descendants of empty AdS space. The graviton one
loop partition function of Einstein gravity and Chern Simons gravity gives the product of Virasoro descendants from
the Einstein gravity and an additional part, that has provided strong evidence the dual conformal field theory to
TMG at the chiral point is logarithmic [22].
Our approach in the evaluation of the partition function is the group theoretic approach, that considers heat kernel
on the background of AdS space. In addition to the explicit computation of the traced heat kernel for the Laplacians
of the fields with arbitrary spin on odd dimensional AdS background in [1], we provide the explicit expression for the
heat kernel on AdS2n space and use that result to deduce the heat kernel on the AdS6 and compute the partition
function of the six dimensional conformal gravity. We compare six dimensional conformal gravity partition function,
with the three dimensional conformal gravity from the perspective of the modes it consists of [21]. There, the one
loop partition function consists of the one-loop partition function coming from Einstein gravity, conformal ghost and
partially massless mode (which were in lower number of dimensions considered in [24]), and one massive mode [25].
The comparison in the sense of AdS3/CFT2 is special because two dimensional CFT allows for the computation of the
partition function while analogous computation has not been done in higher dimensions. The higher dimensional CFTs,
i.e. CFT5, do not posses the same properties as CFT2. For the generalisation of partition function computation from
AdS and CFT side, to higher dimensions to be possible, it is essential to consider theory of the certain symmetry on the
particular background, [26]. Partition function of the conformal spin s field has been considered from CFTd/AdSd+1
perspective, where AdSd+1 has S
1×Sd−1 boundary [26]. In particular, the d = 4 case exhibits property that partition
function on S1×S3 of the conformal higher spin (CHS) field is equal to partition function of the CHS for the positive
ground state energies on the AdS background times two [27]. That has not been observed in other dimensions.
The heat kernel for the Laplacians of the fields with even dimensional spins that are symmetric and transverse
traceless can be used in computations for quantum anomalies [28], [1], particular asymptotics of effective action and
more [28]. In AdS3 partition function of a higher spin theory was obtained as MacMahon function, which was done
also in AdS5 [29].
The first section introduces preliminaries and conventions after which we vary the action two times to obtain the
linearised equations of motion and partition function in terms of determinants. In section two, we compute the heat
kernel using the group theoretic approach on even dimensional AdS. We apply the general expression from second
section for computation of the partition function of the six dimensional conformal gravity, in section three. In section
four we conclude.
CONFORMAL GRAVITY IN SIX DIMENSIONS
Conformal gravity in six dimensions can be written in terms of invariants which are known as well as type B
anomalies, [8, 30],
I1 = CµνρσC
µλκσCλ
νρ
κ (1)
I2 = CµνρσC
ρσλκCλκ
µν (2)
I3 = Cµνρσ
(
δµλ+ 4R
µ
λ −
6
5
Rδµλ
)
Cλνρσ +∇µJµ (3)
and the six dimensional Euler density, known as type A anomaly
E6 = ǫµ1ν1µ2ν2µ3ν3ǫ
ρ1σ1ρ2σ2ρ3σ3Rµ1ν1ρ1σ1R
µ2ν2
ρ2σ2R
µ3ν3
ρ3σ3 , (4)
where tenor Ja vanishes on Einstein spaces. It belongs to third class of the anomaly, trivial anomaly, and it has been
computed and analysed in detail in [8]. One can obtain it as Weyl variation of the local functional which can be
written in terms of total derivatives. To cancel trivial anomalies, one has to add the local counterterms to the action.
Term ∇iJ i can be written as
∇iJ i = −2
3
M5 − 13
3
M6 + 2M7 +
1
3
M8 (5)
3in the basis where we define
K1 = R
3 K2 = RR
2
ab K3 = RR
2
abmn
K4 = R
m
a R
i
mR
a
i K5 = RabRmnR
mabn K6 = RabR
amnlRbmnl
K7 = Rab
mnRmn
ijRij
ab K8 = RmnabR
mnijRi
ab
j K9 = R∇2R
K10 = Rab∇2Rab K11 = Rabmn∇2Rabmn K12 = Rab∇a∇bR
K13 = (∇aRmn)2 K14 = ∇aRbm∇bRam K15 = (∇iR2abmn)
K16 = ∇2R2 K17 = ∇4R, (6)
and the Mi for i = 5, 6, 7, 8
M5 = 6K6 − 3K7 + 12K8 +K10− 7K11 − 11K13 + 12K14 − 4K15 (7)
M6 = −1
5
K9 +K10 +
2
5
K12 +K13 (8)
M7 = K4 +K5 − 3
20
K9 +
4
5
K12 +K14 (9)
M8 = −1
5
K9 +K11 +
2
5
K12 +K15, (10)
and canceled by the local functionals, given in the Appendix. The general combination of the invariants (3) does not
lead to the action whose variation gives equations of motion satisfied by Einstein metric. To use that kind of action
we consider Lagrangian with a defined combination of invariants and the Euler term
L = κ
(
4I1 + I2 − 1
3
I3 − 1
24
E6
)
(11)
whose variation leads to the equations of motion that are solved by the Einstein metrics. That combination of the
invariants and the Euler term has a form as holographic Weyl anomaly of number of coincident M5-branes [6] and
leads to
S = κ
∫
d6x
√
|g|
(
4I1 + I2 − 1
3
I3 − 1
24
E6
)
. (12)
We are interested in the linearised equations of motion, so we vary the action and keep the bulk part of the result
δ(1)S =
∫
d6x
√
|g|EOMδgµν , (13)
without keeping the boundary terms. The contribution to the linearised equations of motion will come only from the
invariant I3 of the action [18, 25]. The second variation of the action (13) leads to three terms, a term that contains
the variation of the determinant multiplied by the equations of motion, the term that contains the second variation
of the metric and it is set to zero, and the term that contains the variation of equations of motion. Evaluated on shell
this gives zero for the first term so that the total contribution that defines linearised equations of motion comes from
the third term.
δ(2)S =
∫
d6x
√
|g|δEOMδgµν . (14)
To express the linearised equations of motion, we denote first variation of the metric with
δgµν = hµν and δg
µν = −hµν (15)
where the metric gµν = g¯µν + hµν is split in background AdS metric g¯µν and small perturbation hµν around the
background, and indices are raised and lowered with g¯. In that notation, the second variation of the metric becomes
δ(2)gµν = 0, δ
(2)gµν = −δhµν = 2hµρhρν . (16)
Since the tensors are evaluated on AdS6 background, we can further simplify for respective spaces, and express the
Riemann tensor in terms of the cosmological constant Λ and the metric g¯ab, R
µνρσ = Λ(−g¯µσg¯νρ+ g¯µρg¯νσ), that leads
4to the Ricci tensor Rµν = 5Λg¯µν defined as well in terms of Λ and g¯µν , and the Ricci scalar determined by R = 30Λ.
In transverse traceless gauge of the metric, where ∇µhµν = 0 and hµµ = 0, linearized equations of motion lead to the
action
δ(2)S =
∫
d6x
√−g (48Λ3hµν − 38Λ2∇ρ∇ρhµν + 8Λ∇σ∇σ∇ρ∇ρhµν − 12∇λ∇λ∇ρ∇ρ∇σ∇σhµν) . (17)
Here, ∇ denotes covariant derivative with the respect to the background metric g¯.
Our aim is to compute the one-loop partition function which we can write as a multiplication of three terms
Z1−loop =
∫
Dδhµν × ghost× exp(−δ(2)S), (18)
the ”ghost” term that defines the determinants that we obtain when we eliminate the gauge degrees of freedom to
which we conventionally refer to as ghost determinants, Dhµν , which denotes the path integral over the perturbations
hµν around the background thermal Euclidean AdS6, and exp(−δ(2)S), the exponential of the second variation of the
action (17).
If we compute the second variation of the action using the decomposition of perturbations of the metric hµν
hµν = h
TT
µν +
1
6 g¯µνh+ 2∇(µξν), (19)
where hTT denotes transverse traceless part of the metric hµTTµ = ∇µhTTµν = 0, h denotes a trace of the metric, and
∇(µξν) gauge parts, we obtain the same action as the above with hTTµν on the place of the hµν . The difference is that
in the first case the conditions on the perturbation were imposed, while in the second case the metric was split but
the trace has not been preliminary set to zero, and there was no condition on the transverse part of the perturbation.
The fact that the final result is the same, is due to the gauge condition and conformal invariance of the metric.
The functional integral over gauge degrees of freedom, ξ and h can be performed trivially. It gives an infinite
constant which describes the volume of the gauge group, the differomorphism group, that has to be eliminated. To
count the gauge-equivalent configurations only once, one divides the path integral measure by the gauge group volume.
Convenient way to express that is in the terms of the determinant Zgh defined by the Jacobian that comes from the
change of variables hµν → (hTTµν , h, ξµ)
Dhµν = ZghDhTTµν DξµDh, (20)
with definition of the path integral measures for tensors 1 =
∫
DhµνExp (−〈h, h〉) , vectors 1 =
∫
DξµExp (−〈ξ, ξ〉)
and scalars 1 =
∫
DsExp (−〈s, s〉) and 〈...〉, ultralocal invariant scalar products
〈h, h′〉 =
∫
d4x
√
ghµνh′µν (21)
〈ξ, ξ′〉 =
∫
d4x
√
gξµξ′µ (22)
〈s, s′〉 =
∫
d4x
√
gss′. (23)
(24)
Since one can decompose ξµ into
ξµ(ξ
T , σ) = ξTµ +∇µσ (25)
where ∇µξTµ = 0, he has to, in addition, take into account the Jacobian factor J1 that corresponds to the change of
the variables Dξµ → DξTµDs
1 =
∫
DξTµDsJ1Exp
(
−
∫
d4x
√
gξν(ξ
T , s)ξν(ξT , s)
)
(26)
=
∫
DξTµDsJ1Exp
(
−
∫
d4x
√
g(ξTν ξ
Tν − s∇2s)
)
(27)
= J1
[
det(−∇2)0
]−1/2
, (28)
5where index 0 denotes the scalar determinant. We will use indices 1 and 2 to denote the vector and tensor determinants,
respectively. The decomposition of the metric now becomes
hµν = h
TT
µν +
1
6 g¯νµh+∇µξTν + 2∇µ∇νs+∇νξTµ . (29)
If we denote by J2 the Jacobian factor obtained from the change of variables hµν → (hTT , h, ξT , s) we find
1 =
∫
J2DhTTµν DhDξTµDs exp
(− 〈h(hTT , h, ξT , s), h(hTT , h, ξT , s)〉) (30)
which reads
1 =
∫
DhTTµν Dξ
T
µDhDsJ2× (31)
Exp
{
−
∫
d4x
√
g
[
hTTµν h
TTµν + 16h
2 − ξTµ(10Λ + 2∇ν∇ν)ξTµ + s(20Λ∇µ∇µ + 103 ∇ν∇ν∇µ∇µ)s
]}
,
and defines J2
Dhµν = J2DhTTµν DhDξTµDs (32)
J2 =
[
det(∇2)0
]1/2
[det(5λ+∇2)1]1/2[det(6λ+∇2)0]1/2 (33)
where we have used the property that detA · detB = detAB. However in the infinite dimensional case that does not
have to be possible if the determinants are defined independently through for e.g. zeta functions. In quantum gravity
this is usually treated such that determinants of higher order operators are defined by reducing them to the products
of lower order operators [22],[31]. To obtain the ghost determinant we have to divide the above equation (33) with
the Jacobian that corresponds to the change of variables Dξµ → DξTµDs
Zgh =
J2
J1
= [det(5λ+∇2)1]1/2[det(6λ+∇2)0]1/2. (34)
We can now write the one loop partition function of conformal gravity action in six dimensions
Z
(6)
1−loop = Zgh
∫
DhTTµν Exp(−δ(2)S) =
[det(−∇2 − 5λ)1]1/2[det(−∇2 − 6λ)0]1/2
[det(−∇2 + 2λ)2]1/2[det(−∇2 + 6λ)2]1/2[det(−∇2 + 8λ)2]1/2 (35)
and identify the one loop partition function of Einstein gravity as
Z
(6)
EG,1−loop =
[det(−∇2 − 5λ)1]1/2
[det(−∇2 + 2λ)2]1/2 (36)
the expression that agrees with the partition functions from [29, 32]. The expression (35) therefore consists of
Einstein gravity Z
(6)
EG, the scalar determinant in the numerator that denotes the contribution from the conformal
ghost [det(−∇2−6λ)0]1/2, and two additional determinants in the denominator that correspond to modes which have
mass [det(−∇2+6λ)2]1/2[det(−∇2+8λ)2]1/2. The first determinant denotes partially massless mode while the second
one belongs to the massive mode. It has been studied in a paper that investigates the quantum conformal higher spin
(CHS) models where one obtains the partition function written in terms of determinants, that agrees with (35) in the
six dimensions for spin two case [25].
We evaluate the above partition function of conformal gravity in six dimensions computing the heat kernel using
the group theoretic approach.
HEAT KERNEL FOR PARTIALLY MASSLESS STT FIELD
The determinants that appear in the partition function (35) contain only symmetric transverse traceless fields
(STT). To compute the determinant of STT field we have to evaluate the corresponding heat kernel. We could
solve it on a manifold M via the appropriate heat equation by direct evaluation and construction of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions for the Laplacian of the spin-S, and via computation of the resulting sum. However, for M
6a homogeneous space, more convenient computation is using group theoretic techniques [1] that use evaluation of
the heat kernel on Euclidean AdS2n+1 background, i.e. odd-dimensional hyperboloids, which can be analytically
continuated to even-dimensional ones. One has to keep in mind that the case of even-dimensional hyperboloids is
more subtle and take one of the two following approaches. Evaluate the heat kernel using group theoretic techniques
on even-dimensional AdS space directly, the approach we follow here, or preform the analytic continuation from the
odd-dimensional AdS.
Let us first remember the basic equations that connect the heat kernel and partition function. The trace of a heat
kernel is related to the one-loop partition function via
lnZ
(S)
1−loop = ln det(−∆(S)) = Trln(−∆(S)) = −
∞∫
0
dt
t
T ret∆(S) (37)
with the trace of the heat kernel defined as Tret∆S under the integral, the Laplacian that defines a spin-S field on a
manifold M denoted with ∆(S), and the integration over the proper time t. The heat kernel between two points x
and y is defined using the normalised eigenfunctions ψ
(S)
n,a that belong to ∆(S), and the spectrum of eigenvalues En
(S)
Kab
(S)(t;x, y) =
〈
y, b|et∆(S) |x, a〉 =∑
n
ψ(S)n,a(x)ψ
(S)
n,b (y)
∗etE
(S)
n (38)
where indices a and b are local Lorentz indices of the field. Taking the trace over the spin and space-time indices one
defines the trace of a heat kernel
K(S)(t) ≡ Tret∆(S) =
∫
M
dd+1x
√
g
∑
a
K(S)aa (t;x, x). (39)
To evaluate the heat kernel on symmetric space such as sphere or hyperbolic space (which is equal to Euclidean
AdS) using the group theoretic approach, one has to preform the harmonic analysis on homogeneous spaces (for
example S2n), quotients of that spaces, and analytically continuate to Euclidean hyperboloids. Analytic continuation
from sphere for odd-dimensional hyperboloids contains only ”principal series” contribution to the heat kernel. For
even-dimensional hyperboloids there can in general exist contribution from the discrete series as well, however it does
not contribute for the STT fields. The exception appears for two dimensional hyperboloids. In AdS2 there is an
additional contribution from the discrete series, even in the case of STT tensors [1, 33].
Evaluation of the partition function, as we will see, will lead to the result that contains the log divergence which is
automatically standardly renormalised as described in [28]. I.e. the divergent term is subtracted according to standard
renormalization procedure. Stating that, we do not consider that divergence in our computations. Analogously that
contribution therefore does not appear in any of the terms added or subtracted from the action.
Traced heat kernel for even-dimensional hyperboloids
To compute the heat kernel between the two points x and y we have to know the eigenfunctions (ψ
(S)
n,a(x)) of the
Laplacian ∆(S) with energy spectrum E
(S)
n for a spin field S defined on manifold M that is in our approach, initially
a 2n sphere S2n ≃ SO(2n+ 1)/SO(2n). From which one induces eigenfunctions and eigenvalues on hyperbolic H2n,
essentially Euclidean AdS2n.
In the group theoretic language that means that we have two compact Lie groups G and H such that H ∈ G. We
define representation R of G and its vector space VR of a dimension dR and a unitary irreducible representation S
of H with vector space VS and dimension dS . The indices on VS subspace of VR we denote with a and the ones on
VR with I. The form G/H is coset space defined by G/H = {gH} for g ∈ G which is called quotienting with the
right action of H on G (the quotienting with left action we denote with Γ \ G/H) and the section that determines
the eigenfunctions is defined via the map σ : G/H → G for which there is defined projection map π : G→ G/H such
that π ◦ σ = e for e identity in G. We will use the sections σ(gH) = g0 for g0 an element of the coset gH chosen to
obey rules mentioned in [1].
The eigenfunctions of spin S Laplacian on the sphere are then defined via matrix elements
ψ(S)Ia (x) = U (R)(σ(x)−1)Ia. (40)
If we denote the index n in (39) and (38) with labels (R, I), using the eigenfunction (40) we can write (38) as
7Kab(x, y; t) =
∑
R
a
(S)
R U (R)(σ(x)−1σ(y))abetE
(S)
R (41)
where a
(S)
R =
dR
dS
1
VG/H
, for VG/H volume of the G/H space. In (41), we do not write index I for the energy eigenvalues
because we are interested in the coset spaces SO(N+1)/SO(N) and SO(N,1)/SO(N) for which representation R contains
S only once since the eigenfunctions with same R but different I are degenerate [1].
(39) is now
K(S)(x, y; t) ≡
dS∑
a=1
K(S)aa (x, y; t) =
∑
R
a
(S)
R
dS∑
a=1
〈a, S|U (R)(σ(x)−1σ(y))|a, S〉etE(S)R (42)
where the second summation defines the trace of U over indices a and we can write
K(S)(x, y; t) =
∑
R
a
(S)
R TrSU(σ(x)−1σ(y))etE
(S)
R (43)
the traced heat kernel over G/H. To determine the traced heat kernel on the thermal quotient of S2n we have to
consider the quotient Γ\G/H for discrete group Γ isomorphic to ZN for the thermal quotient of the N-sphere, that
can be embedded into G. The choice of section that is compatible with quotienting by Γ is defined so that if γ ∈ Γ
acts on x = gH ∈ G/H via γ : gH → γ · gH , and a section σ(x) is compatible with the quotienting Γ if and only if
σ(γ(x)) = γ · σ(x). (44)
This allows us to use method of images [34] and the relation
K
(S)
Γ (x, y; t) =
∑
γ∈Γ
K(S)(x, γ(y); t) (45)
to compute the heat kernel K
(S)
Γ between two points x and y on Γ\G/H . In another words, if we fix, for example,
the point x and sum over the images of the point y, we can write
K
(S)
Γ (t) =
∑
m∈ZN
∫
Γ\G/H
dµ(x)
∑
a
Kaa(x, γ
m(x); t) (46)
where we have taken into account that Γ ≃ ZN . Using the properties of integral over the quotient space, (46) can be
written as [1]
K
(S)
Γ =
α1
2π
∑
k∈ZN
∑
R
χR(γ
k)etER(S) (47)
with α12π a volume factor for the thermal quotient γ. χR is the character in the representation R, ER(S) eigenvalue of
the spin-S Laplacian on S2n and the quotient γ, is the exponential of the Cartan generators of R. The representations
R that are included in SO(2n+1) are representations that contain S when restricted to the SO(2n).
To evaluate this, one has to know the characters of SO(2n+1) and eigenvalues ER [33]
E
(S)
R,AdS2n
= −(λ2 + ρ2 + s) (48)
where ρ ≡ N−12 , for N dimension of space.
Heat kernel on the even dimensional AdS
The above analysis describes the computation of the heat kernel on a compact symmetric space (S2n) and the left
quotients of that space. The characters that we have to evaluate (for SO(2n+1)) are for the compact symmetric space,
8and we want to extend the analysis on the hyperbolic space HN in order to consider the heat kernel on Euclidean
AdS. Euclidean AdS is the hyperbolic space HN ,
HN ≈ SO(N, 1)/SO(N) (49)
where N is the dimension of the space and one computes the heat kernel on HN by writing a section in SO(N, 1)
obtained via analytical continuation from SO(N+1). In terms of the coordinates and explicit line element we consider
the coordinates of S2n and the metric
ds2 = dθ2 + cos2 θdφ21 + sin
2 θdΩ22n−2 (50)
which after analytic continuation
θ → −iρ, φ1 → it, (51)
with ρ and t that contain values in R, becomes
ds2 = −(dρ2 + cosh2 ρdt2 + sinh2 ρdω22n−2). (52)
.
In terms of the Lie algebra we continue SO(N+1) to SO(N,1) by choosing one axis to be time direction e.g., axis
”1” and preforming the continuation of the generators Q1j → iQ1j of the corresponding algebras.
The expressions for eignevalues and eigenfunctions are equal as in the compact case, where they are expressed in
terms of matrix elements of unitary representations of G. However, now the unitary representations G that define the
matrix elements are infinite dimensional because G is non-compact. These representations have been classified for
SO(N,1).
We need unitary representations of SO(N,1) that have unitary representations of SO(N). For even dimensional
hyperboloids, with N = 2n these unitary representations are representations of principal series of SO(2n, 1)
R = (iλ,m2,m3, ...,mn), λ ∈ R, m2 ≥ m3 ≥ ... ≥ mn (53)
for mi non-negative (half-)integers, where we usually denote m2,m3, ...,mn by ~m. The principal series representations
contain S of SO(2n) according to branching rules [1]
s1 ≥ m2 ≥ s2 ≥ ... ≥ mn ≥ |sn|. (54)
These branching rules further simplify for STT tensors because m2 = s, while mi = si−1 = 0 for i > 2 [42]. The
highest weight of the representation is in that case (s,0,...,0).
We are actually interested in computing the traced heat kernel of a tensor on the thermal quotient AdS2n, that is
a hyperbolic space H2n with Z identification of coordinates
t ∼ t+ β, β = iα1 (55)
where β is inverse temperature, which corresponds to analytic continuation by (51) of phases of thermal quotient γ on
the sphere. As in prescription [1] we want to continue the heat kernel on the thermal sphere to thermal AdS so that
Γ ≈ Z while for the sphere it was ZN . That means that on the place of the character of SO(2n+1) in (47) we have
the Harish-Chandra, i.e. global character of the group SO(2n,1) (non-compact). The traced heat kernel on thermal
AdS2n becomes
K(S)(γ, t) =
β
2π
∑
k∈Z
∑
~m
∞∫
0
dλχλ,~m(γ
k)etE
(S)
R (56)
while the global characters of the generators of the SO(2n,1) group are known from [35]. Reading out the character
leads to
χ(β, φ1, φ2, ..., φn) =
cos(βλ)χSO(2l+1)(γ)
22l sinh2l+1
(
β
2
) (57)
9where we have taken into consideration that for the thermal quotient β 6= 0 and φi = 0 ∀i and l = n − 1 [35].
Prescription is to insert this into equation for the traced heat kernel on AdS2n (56) for ~m = (m2, ...,mn), highest
weights of χ
SO(2l+1)
~m and integrate. However, for the STT fields the highest weights become ~m = (s, 0, .., 0), which we
denote with (s, 0), and equation (56) simplifies to
K(S)(β, t) =
β
22l+1
√
πt
∑
k∈Z+
χ
SO(2l+1)
(s,0)
1
sinh2l+1 kβ2
e−
k2β2
4t −t(ρ
2+s). (58)
Where the summation is over Z+ since we do not include divergent k = 0 term that appears because the volume of
AdS is infinite and we can integrate the coincident heat kernel on the full AdS2n. That term does not depend on β
so we can absorb it into parameters of the theory.
THE ONE-LOOP PARTITION FUNCTION OF CONFORMAL GRAVITY IN SIX DIMENSIONS
For the evaluation of the traced heat kernel we will need to evaluate the integral
∫
dt
t3/2
e−
a2
4t −b
2t =
2
√
π
a
e−ab (59)
which enters in the calculation of the one-loop determinant via
− log det(−∆(S) +m2S) =
∞∫
0
dt
t
K(S)(β, t)e−m
2
St. (60)
One then obtains for the STT tensors
− log det(−∆(S) +m2S) =
1
22l
∑
k∈Z+
χ
SO(2l+1)
(s,0)
1
sinh2l+1 kβ2
1
k
e−kβ
√
ρ2+s+m2S , (61)
which we can rewrite into the heat kernel for the symmetric transverse traceless tenors on the even dimensional spaces
− log det(−∆(S) +m2S) =
∑
k∈Z+
χ
SO(2l+1)
(s,0)
2
(1 − e−kβ)2l+1ekβle kβ2
1
k
e−kβ
√
ρ2+s+m2S . (62)
From (62) and (35), we can read out the partition function of conformal gravity in six dimensions
logZ
(6)
1−loop =
∑
k∈Z+
−e− 52kβ
k(1− e−kβ)5 (χ
SO(5)
(1,0) e
− 72kβ + χ
SO(5)
(0,0) e
− 72kβ (63)
− χSO(5)(2,0) e−
5
2kβ − χSO(5)(2,0) e−
3
2kβ − χSO(5)(2,0) e−
1
2kβ). (64)
To evaluate (64) we have to determine the characters of the SO(5) group which have been listed in [36], and they
are given in dependency of the spin of the field under consideration χ
SO(5)
(s,0) =
1
6 (2s+ 3)(s+ 2)(s+ 1), such that (64)
becomes
logZ
(6)
1−loop =
∑
k∈Z+
−2q3k
k(1− qk)5
(
3q3k − 7q2k − 7q − 7) (65)
where we have denoted q = e−β. The terms in the partition function coming purely from Einstein gravity in six
dimensions are
logZ
(6)
EG,1−loop =
∑
k∈Z+
−q5k
k(1− qk)5
(
5qk − 14) , (66)
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while the remaining part comes from the conformal ghost, partially massless mode and massive mode
logZ
(6)
diff,1−loop =
∑
k∈Z+
−q3k
k(1− qk)5
(
q3k − 14qk − 14) (67)
where the first term in the brackets originates from the conformal ghost. The partition function for the free conformal
higher spin theory has been considered in [36] for the odd number of general dimensions and for the lower dimensions
on S1 × Sd−1 backgrounds which allows comparisons with the partition function of conformally invariant theories
in these dimensions, keeping in mind the background metrics. The partition function of Einstein gravity has been
considered in the terms of higher spin theories in [32] in which one can find the agreement (66) for the spin two
case and the five dimensional conformal field theory. In three dimensions, the one loop partition function has been
evaluated for the conformally invariant theory [21]. If we compare the obtained one loop partition function to ours,
we notice analogous contributions from Einstein gravity, partially massless response, and the conformal ghost.
DISCUSSION
In the article we compute and provide the explicit expression for the heat kernel for the Laplacians of symmetric
transverse traceless tensors of arbitrary spin on the even dimensional Anti-de Sitter backgrounds. Group theoretic
approach that we use is the analytic continuation from the spherical to hyperbolic background on even dimensional
AdS spaces, on which we compute the traced heat kernel using the Harish-Chandra character of the principal series
of SO(2n,1). The final expression of the one loop determinant of the spin s particle for STT tensors on the even
dimensional backgrounds, compares to the analogous one loop determinant on the odd dimensional spaces. Setting l
from the expression for the one loop determinant for the STT tenors on odd spaces to the l+ 12 , leads to the expression
for the one loop determinant on even spaces.
In the computation of the partition function for six dimensional conformal gravity we obtain the expression in terms
of one loop determinants that belong to symmetric transverse traceless fields. This allows us to use the expression for
the heat kernel for the Laplacians of STT tensors evaluated on the even dimensional spaces to compute the partition
function consisted of the scalar, vector and tensor part with the non-vanishing mass. This structure is already visible
from the partition function written in terms of the determinants, from which we can clearly recognise the Einstein
gravity partition function, partition function that originates from the conformal ghost, and the partition function
that appears due to partially massless and massive mode. This structure is as well visible in the conformal theories
in lower dimensions. In [21], conformal gravity in three dimensions shows the structure consisted of the Einstein
gravity partition function, the one that originates from conformal ghost and the one due to partially massless mode,
however in our case there is in addition one massive mode present. The result can be as well compared with the
partition functions computed via operator counting method for the lower dimensions and higher odd dimensions on
the S1 × Sd−1 background [36].
Knowing the partition function of the theory one obtains the information about the canonical ensemble entropy,
and can compute micro canonical entropy which counts the number of states N(M,J) at fixed energy M and angular
momentum J [20]. The unique linear combination of invariants that we have studied allows for Einstein metrics to
also be solutions of theory. The closed form class of solutions that corresponds to Schwarzshild-AdS metrics and
their spherically symmetric conformal rescaling shows first law for five-parameter family of solutions [2]. Knowing the
partition function one can further study the solutions by computing the correction to thermodynamical quantities.
The result for the heat kernel for the Laplacian of the STT tensor of arbitrary spin on even AdS background
can be used in the computations that require evaluation of respective tensor fields. These are in studying one-loop
divergencies, anomalies and given asymptotics of the effective action [28]. Since the quantum level of the string theory
sigma model whose target space is AdS is not that well known, one can also get an insight into the spectrum of the
gauge theory and worldsheet structure [1, 37]. Analogously to analysis of the partition function on odd dimensional
AdS spacetimes in [36] one can consider the Laplacians of the STT operators obtained from the theory that is gauge
and Weyl invariant [38] on even dimensional spaces and study higher spin theories. In this case one would have to
recognise that partition function is consisted of those that would appear from Vasiliev theory [39].
Computation of the partition function allows the further possible studies via detailed analysis in the AdS/CFT
framework, and in computation of the thermodynamical quantities.
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APPENDIX A: LOCAL FUNCTIONALS THAT GENERATE TRIVIAL ANOMALIES
The local functionals that generate trivial anomalies are defined with
Mi =
∫
d6x
√
gσ(x)Mi (68)
Ki =
∫
d6x
√
gKi (69)
in which, in notation of [8]
M5 = δσ
(
1
30
K1 − 1
4
K2 +K6
)
,M6 = δσ
(
1
100
K1 − 1
20
K2
)
,
M7 = δσ
(
37
6000
K1 − 7
150
K2 + 1
75
K3 − 1
10
K5 − 1
15
K6
)
,M8 = δσ
(
1
150
K1 1
20
K3
)
(70)
M9 = δσ
(
− 1
30
K1
)
,M10 = δσ
(
1
300
K1 − 1
20
K9
)
,
σ denotes infinitesimal Weyl transformation parameter, and Ki curvature invariantes from (6).
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